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ABSTRACT 
To analyze the coordinate-like structure of Stokes-parametric and Mueller-matrix images of optically 

anisotropic components of biological tissues, the two-point polarization-correlational approach was applied. 
On this basis parameters the method of cross-correlational definition of parameters (average sizes, asymmetry 
factor) of correlational contour was developed, which defines the topographical structure of the characteristic 
meanings of Stokes-parametric and Mueller-matrix images of histological sections of biological tissues. 
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1. Introduction. Traditionally the analysis of the processes of scattering electromagnetic radiation by optically 

inhomogeneous objects is studied with the help of two approaches – “scalar” (photometry and spectrophotometry) and 
“vector” (Mueller – matrix optics). Lee Hon Wang [1], Tuchin V. P. [2] and Angelskii O.V. [3] define the relationships 
between a set of statistical moments of the first and the  fourth order that characterize phase-inhomogeneous layers and 
the division of their states of polarization of laser images. The works of Ushenko Yu. O. [4-6] demonstrate using such 
parameters when describing optical anisotropy of two-beam refractive chains of biological tissues on the basis of the 
correlation analysis of coordinate distributions of Mueller matrix elements - Mueller matrix images of histological 
sections of biological tissues of different morphological structures and physiological states. What is more, polarization 
correlometry needs further development. First of all, in order to expand the functionality of diagnosing optical anisotropy 
of biological layers, it’s necessary to have both the synthesis of statistical (one-point) and correlation (two-point) 
approaches of analyzing topographical structure of Mueller`s matrix images and the fields of laser radiation, modified by 
the nets of biological crystals. 

 
2. Correlation approach to describing the topographic structure of  Mueller`s matrix images of 

polycrystalline networks 
 Using one-point singular approach to stokes-parametric images of polycrystalline networks, there will be a 

detailed analysis of coordinated distributions of extreme values 0),( =yxβ  and 
4

),( πβ =yx of ellipticity of the 

polarization of the corresponding images [7 - 19]. 
If viewing the analysis of coordinate distribution of homogeneously polarized object field in terms of two-point 

approach, it is necessary to consider the correlation interrelationships of all states of polarization within the image of our 
biological samples step by step. Such information is provided by the combined degree of mutual polarization (CDMP) of 
images of biological objects under research. 

Within the frames of singularly-parametric approach to Mueller`s  matrix images  of biological phase-
inhomogeneous layers, another option, concerning the combined degree of mutual anisotropy (CDMA), which directly 
characterizes the correlation coherence of anisotropy parameters of different points of polycrystalline network. 
Characteristic values of  CDMA are clearly associated with the relevant characteristic values of CDMP. 
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Table 1.Characteristic values of  CDMA ),(~

21 rrW  of Mueller`s matrix images and CDMP ),( 21 rrW  of  stokes-parametric 
image of polycrystalline network. 
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3. Method of measuring the correlation circuits of the networks of biological crystallites 
The method of determining the structure of the correlation contour is based on the cross-correlation analysis, 

which in turn is based on the definition of: 
• two-dimensional autocorrelation function ),( yxJ  of Mueller`s  matrix image ),( yxmik  with the further 

definition of its cross-section at the level of 5,0)~( =WJ  that determines the locus of points of the correlation 
circuit; 

• series of auto correlation division relationships between the elements of Mueller`s  matrix in two mutually 
orthogonal directions – Ox  and Oy : 
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where )( xJ i Δ , )( yJ j Δ  - autocorrelation functions calculated in mutually perpendicular directions of the plane of 
biological layer. 

 
• Logarithmic dependencies of the spectra power distribution in terms of the values of Muller-matrix image of the 

birefringence of crystallite net in two mutually orthogonal directions Ox  and Oy  
• On the basis of the asymmetry coefficient of the correlative loop of the Muller-matrix image of the biological 

sphere correlation (1) in two mutually perpendicular directions 
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4. Computer modeling of the formation of correlative loops of the birefringent nets 
Figure 1 provides the coordinate distributions of the complex level of mutual anisotropy (CLMA) of such objects 

and their two- dimensional autocorrelated function.  

 
Figure 1.  The distributions of CLMA net of the rectilinear cylinders with harmonious phase modulation. 
 
The data obtained indicates the fact that even in a rather simple case of the deterministic orientation-phase 

modulation the complex coordinate distribution of CLMA is formed, which is characterized by the azimuthally 
asymmetrical autocorrelated function. 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure. 2. Two-dimensional autocorrelated function of the coordinate distribution of the CLMA parameter of the rectilinear 

cylinder net with the harmonious phase modulation. 
 
Figure three displays the configuration of the correlated loop of the rectilinear cylinders grid with the sinusoidal 

law of the phase modulation. 
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Figure. 3. Correlated loop of the coordinate distribution of the CLMA parameter of the rectilinear cylinders net with the 

harmonious phase modulation. 
 
Apparently, the correlated loop of the rectilinear cylinders’ net with the sinusoidal law of the modulation phase is 

a complex distribution of the geometrical place of the dots which correspond to the half-width of the two-dimensional 
autocorrelated function (figure.2) of the coordinate distribution of the pair-wise parameter that is a complex degree of 
mutual anisotropy (figure 3). 

The utilization for the characteristic and differentiation of the birefringence nets of different types of the two-
dimensional coordinate dependencies of the correlated loop is to some extent extra difficult because of its azimuthally 
asymmetric construction. 

That is why the configuration of such a loop continues to be estimated within the cross-correlated analysis in two 
orthogonal directions of the coordinate displacement of the two-dimensional distribution of the CLMA – figure 4 and 5 
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Figure 4. Cross-correlated functions of the coordinate distribution of the CLMA parameter of the rectilinear net cylinders with 
the harmonious phase modulation. 

 
The two-dimensional cross-correlated functions that are displayed in figure 4 possess a complex and an individual 

CLMA parameter for each direction of scanning. The geometrical places of the dots that correspond to the half-width of 
the cross-correlated functions were defined in order to find out the average orthogonal dimensions of the correlated loop.  

The results of such an approach are displayed in the figure 5.  
 

 
Figure 5. The orthogonal dimensions of the correlated loop of the coordinated distribution of the CLMA parameter that takes 

place in the rectilinear cylinders with the harmonious phase modulation. 
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Evidently, the correlated loop of the coordinated CLMA parameter distribution of the net rectilinear cylinders 
with the sinusoidal phase modulation law possesses a significant asymmetry in two mutually perpendicular directions 
revealed in different average diametrical dimensions. 

The elaborated method of the polarization-correlation analysis was approved in order to find out the benign and 
malignant changes of the biological tissues. 

Figures 6 and 7 show the coordinate distributions of the laser images coefficient of the specific and relative 
absorption (CSRA) of the optically slim histological cuts of the operationally removed benign (fibromyoma – figure 6) 
and malignant (figure 7) tumor (adenocarcinoma) of the uterus. 

 
Figure. 6 Coordinate, autocorrelational and the cross-correlational structure of distribution of the CSRA laser images of the 

uterus wall tissue with the qualitative changes. 
 
From the obtained data we can say that the ratio differs between the average sizes of the orthogonally measured in 

directions of correlation contours coordinate distributions CLMA of histological slices of good-quality and malignant 
changes of the uterus tissues. 

A non-cancerous growth contour is asymmetrical due to the increase in of tworefrection fibrils.  
In cancer the asymmetry of correlation contour is reduced by nearly double because of the destruction of 

tworefrection systems and corresponding azimuthal symmetrization of coordinate change in the state of polarisation of 
the laser image. 
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Figure. 7 Coordinate, autocorrelational and the cross-correlational structure of distribution of the CSRA of laser images of 

uterus wall tissue with malignant changes. 
 
Quantitatively distinctiveness of cross-correlational structure of two-dimensional distributions of CSRA illustrates 

the excess of autocorrelational functions and the dispersion of logarithmic dependencies of power spectra are shown in 
table 2. 

 
 
Table 2. Parameters of cross-correlational analysis of CLMA distribution 

 
Parameters Non-cancerous growth(q = 11) Cancerous growt (q = 12) 

χ  2,05 ± 0,28 0,93 ± 0,014 

4K  1,82 ± 0,29 0,37 ± 0,046 
Ω  0,23 ± 0,037 0,48 ± 0,057 

 
It is established that distinctiveness of correlational and spectral parameters defined for histological sections of the 

biopsy of tissue of both groups are 2 and 5 times, respectively, and this provides specificity of the cross - correlational 
method at the level of 80%. 

 
5. Conclusions 

1. For the first time, to analyze the coordinate-like structure of Stokes-parametric and Mueller-matrix images of 
optically anisotropic components of biological tissues, the two-point polarization-correlational approach was 
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applied. On this basis parameters the method of cross-correlational definition of parameters (average sizes, 
asymmetry factor) of correlational contour  was developed, which defines the topographical structure of the 
characteristic meanings of Stokes-parametric and Mueller-matrix images of histological sections of biological 
tissues. 

2. The relationship between one-point (polarization-singular) and two-point (polarization-correlational) approaches 
for the analysis of Stokes-parametric and Mueller-matrix images of biological polycrystal systems was found. It is 
established that the average transverse dimensions of the correlational contour of Stokes-parametric and Mueller-
matrix images are equal to the half-width of aggregate of orthogonal autocorrelational functions of coordinational 
distribution of a integrated degree of reciprocal anisotropy. 

3. In the approximation of single scattering the relationship between quantitative parameters (the asymmetry 
coefficient of correlational contour of complex degree of mutual anisotropy, the correlational moment of 4-th 
degree and the spectral moment of the 2nd degree of distribution of a complex degree of mutual anisotropy) was 
found for the first time, which characterize the asymmetry of the correlational contour of Stokes-parametric and 
Mueller - matrix images and changes of tworefrection of biological tissues. On this basis for the first time the 
polarization-correlational differentiation was implemented for the first time on benign and malignant changes of a 
uterus tumor histological sections of the uterus. 
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